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Members in Attendance via MS-Teams 

6 governors representing 7 member schools.  

Also in Attendance via MS-Teams 

Jan Digby (Clerk to RGA)  

Welcome and Declarations of Interest 

The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting, being held online for the first time. 

There were no declarations of interest for items on the agenda. 

Minutes of 2018-19 AGM 

The minutes of the AGM held on 26th June 2019 which had been previously made available were 
reviewed and approved as a correct record (Proposed Richard Stainthorp, Seconded Chris Robinson). 
The Chair will sign them at the next opportunity. 

Chair’s Report 

Richard Rolfe presented the Chair’s Report, which had been made available before the meeting and is 
summarised below. 

It has been a very unusual year for everyone, but Reading Governance Association has continued to act 
as a conduit to the Local Authority, and currently has its strongest relationship ever with Brighter Futures 
for Children. The RGA is therefore in a strong position to represent the views of governing bodies to the 
Local Authority. The RGA will continue to develop its website which is now providing good current 
information for governors with a focus on Reading. The website also provides a link to booking for RGA 
events, presentations, links to external sites and the ability to get in touch. Governors are encouraged to 
signpost new governors to the website. The RGA newsletter will continue to be produced. The overall 
mission of the RGA is to provide expertise by assisting schools to improve governance, and the 
Executive would be glad to expand this area. Training and events are the bedrock of what the RGA 
does. As governors, keeping up to date is a professional requirement and an OFSTED expectation. 
Various networks are now up and running.  

Administration is still a large area of work for a group largely consisting of volunteers. Governors are 
asked to encourage schools to pay RGA invoices. Some schools are not familiar with the RGA especially 
now bills do not come directly from the local authority and may hesitate to make timely payment. 

The RGA contact database continues to be developed. Governors are asked to share information with 
the RGA to ensure that the information is up-to-date – this includes information about those who leave 
the governing body. The RGA does not share the information with any other body. 

The Officers and Executive meet regularly – currently online. 

Current key priorities are: 

• to improve the synergy between RGA and BFfC and make sure events are high quality, well 
timed and useful;  

• to further develop the RGA website (feedback is most welcome); 
• to facilitate governor networks; 
• to build on the Local Leaders of Governance concept; and 
• to improve the capture of the impact of activities. 
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Treasurer’s Report 

Richard Stainthorp presented the Treasurer’s Report together with the Income and Expenditure Report 
for 2019-20, which had both been made available in advance of the meeting. 

Income is likely to be less than expenditure this year but this is not a concern as a lot of the costs are 
set-up costs. However there could be constraints on future expenditure if the subscription were to remain 
at the current level. A target of 40 members should provide the necessary level of income at the 
proposed new rate.  

Schools generally pass a resolution to remain as members on a rolling basis unless they make a positive 
decision to leave, making it easier for school administrators to pay the RGA invoice each year without 
the need to refer back to the governing body. 

Question from Member: What are projected IT costs going forward?  Response: These are slightly 
higher this year because of an overlap between old and new mailbox providers. 

Question from Member: How does membership of the NGA work?  Response: Some schools have direct 
membership of the NGA. RGA membership of NGA gives RGA access to NGA information which can 
then be made available to all RGA members. Direct school membership at the appropriate level gives a 
school direct access to the NGA Goldline helpline, to the learning link online modules and an invitation to 
NGA conferences (regional and national). 

Membership Fees 

It was proposed that the annual membership fee should be increased to £50 per school or £20 per 
nursery school. 

The fee level will be kept under review. 

Question from Member: Is there any indication of whether membership levels will fall if fees increase? 
Response: This increase has been discussed in previous years and so is not unexpected. It is therefore 
not anticipated that it will have any effect on membership numbers. 

Meeting costs will reduce if meetings are held primarily online even when face-to-face meetings are 
possible. If physical meetings resume, it is likely that hiring fees will be higher than previously. Even with 
online meetings, some national speaker fees may arise. 

Adoption was proposed by Richard Stainthorp, seconded by Chris Robinson and agreed unanimously. 

Election of Officers and Members of the Executive Committee for 2020-21 

The following were elected: 

Chair: Richard Rolfe (Proposed Chris Robinson, Seconded Julia Cottee) 

Vice-Chair: Julia Cottee (Proposed Chris Robinson, Seconded Richard Rolfe) 

Treasurer: Richard Stainthorp (Proposed Richard Rolfe, Seconded Julia Cottee) 

Members of the Executive Committee: Chris Robinson, Alice Boon, Matt Espley. New members 
would be welcome. 

Other Business 

There was no other business. 
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Date of Next Meeting  

To be confirmed. 

Annual General Meeting closed. 
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Following the formal meeting, Ashley Pearce, RBC Lead Member for Education (AP) spoke about how 
the partnership between RBC and Brighter Futures for Children is progressing, and his insight into how 
our schools are coping with COVID-19. 

AP gave a brief presentation, introducing himself and his background. 

He then explained the background to the setting up of BFfC. He acknowledged the issues around the 
rapid turnover of senior staff. However, the current Director and senior staff are of high quality There has 
also been large numbers of agency staff, but this situation is improving, and a recruitment and retention 
strategy is in place. Services remain largely unchanged and wide-ranging. Relationships are key. There 
are many stakeholders. A command-and-control approach is no longer appropriate. OFSTED have 
indicated that appropriate accountability is in place. 

Covid-19 has led to lockdown and missed learning and the impact on each school will be different. There 
have been a large number of government updates, sometimes poorly timed. Catch-up funding is 
welcome and if possible, should be kept in schools rather than being used to pay for externals, for 
example. support This is especially true for disadvantaged pupils. 

Remote learning is likely to continue. DfE supplied laptops are welcome but limited. School leaders are 
expected to produce plans for remote learning but lack the necessary time to do so. 

BFfC had their own scheme for the provision of Free School Meals during closures, which continued until 
the central scheme was implemented. 

Time is already short to ensure that the issues arising from examinations, especially the impact on 
disadvantaged pupils are not repeated in 2021. A plan from central government is needed quickly. 

Wider opening in September is being handled by each school individually. BFfC has a strong partnership 
with Reading Buses and is introducing a School Streets initiative. Attendance at first was very good but 
is now falling partly due to issues with testing and isolation. 

This is going to be a very hard term and teacher workload is likely to present challenges in staff 
retention. 

OFSTED interim visits have recommenced. These are not in themselves graded but may lead to an 
inspection. 

Question from Member: Catch up funding is split between schools and the national tutoring programme, 
but schools have seen nothing more about the latter since it was announced. Are Schools expected to 
contribute towards costs of the national programme? Response: There has been very little further 
guidance. Delays are inevitable due to the need to train tutors. There is a website, but Local Authorities 
have not been given any additional information and no input has been sought. Some of the national 
partners do already work with schools and AB already has close links with them. There is good evidence 
that tutoring can be useful.  

Comment from Member. Confederation of Schools Trust have been told £80 per pupil spread over 3 
tranches will start in January. 

Comment from Member. Teachers may be less willing to leave given the predicted high levels of 
unemployment. 

Response from AP. Staff retention issues may arise in the longer term rather than immediately and it 
may be more difficult to attract people to move into leadership. Middle teachers may be more likely to 
leave due to differential pay increases. 
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Comment from Member: OFSTED requires governors to ask schools for their rationale if they are not 
using the tutoring scheme. For example, whether staff been consulted and whether there is evidence on 
‘what works’ Existing teachers and Teaching Assistants can be part of the tutoring scheme if they are 
suitably qualified. 

Comment from Member. Schools are being badly affected by the total lack of availability for Covid-19 
tests. Response from AP: AP and Jason Brock have raised this with central government and will follow 
up previous correspondence. 

Comment from Member. OFSTED intend to carry out inspections in person even when governors are 
staying away, although they may not be able to spot safeguarding issues remotely. Response: It is 
unwise for OFSTED to be physically present in schools, especially as this distracts from current priorities 
and puts pressure on senior leaders. The OFSTED ‘brand ‘may have been tarnished due to perceived 
inactivity during the summer. This may make them less popular with parents. 

A Member who has been in school commented that it is amazing what has been achieved, and OFSTED 
would be welcome in school to see this. It Is possible in that school to see the best of the school without 
endangering children, however this varies enormously depending on the size and type of school. 

AB commented that OFSTED Inspectors in this area are interested and have good relationships. BFfC 
are immensely proud of and champion the work that has been done. 

The RGA thanked AP and all who had attended the meeting. 

The Meeting closed at 7.56pm 


